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So if you have worked for prestigious employers that you would like to name drop then this may not be the
best format. For example, showing that you are familiar with corporate culture, adaptable to different work
settings, and culturally aware can improve your chances of getting the job. Provide objectives or information
that is not given in the rest of the curriculum vitae. References: Like including an address on your CV, adding
your referees to the end of your CV is no longer standardised. Use it if you have worked in different industries
that are not related to each other. In Europe, the Middle East, Africa, or Asia, employers may expect to receive
a curriculum vitae rather than a resume. Your career history â€” starting with your most recent job and
working backwards. Its strongest section is the career summary that talks about your key professional
experience and skills. Professional Experience: list your relevant work experience in reverse chronological
order. In this scenario you could consider using a qualifications based CV format. However some people may
choose to leave this out and instead just mention their current or last employer. Font type: Most employers
will receive your CV in a digital format, so choose a clear font like Calibri or Arial. A proven expert in cost
control, feasibility studies, change control and managing building projects from pitch to completion. Were you
an active member of a society at your school? It is not suitable for people with little or no work experience like
students or graduates etc. We encourage you to explore the following resume examples developed using our
resume builder. Again depending on the layout on your curriculum vitae, consider using bullet points to
emphasis these points. Contact details: phone number and a professional email address are a must. Identify
your Unique Selling Points. Advantages of a functional CV If you have worked for many different employers
for brief periods then with a functional CV you can skip having to mention all of them and instead simply sum
up the overall experience and knowledge you have gained. More about our templates What is the Format of a
CV? How to Write a CV? Third At the end state your career ambitions and aspirations for the future, mention
the job role you are after. You can use a different font type for your headings, but keep it professional and
easy-to-read too. Subscribe 6. Have targeted and focused versions of your curriculum vitae and use them
accordingly. Save your CV as a pdf file to ensure recruiters can open it on any device. Your search did not
match any jobs Search suggestions: Check your spelling Replace abbreviations with the entire word Hobbies
and interests: If you feel that your CV is lacking, you can boost your document by inserting a hobbies and
interests section at the end. Brief relevant information about your background. It focuses on a individuals
career history, for this reason it is favored by and ideal for people who have been in continuous employment
for all or most of their working life. Check the Format Look at the format of your curriculum vitae. Some
human resource departments do not like this format as they may not be able to see the names of the companies
you have worked for. Roles are still well structured and written to ensure the CV remains professional
throughout. It will come back to haunt you. One of the most important considerations for a resume is the
overall resume format. The reason for this is that they would like their personal summary to be the first thing
that a employer sees and not their personal details. A Curriculum Vitae CV is a professional document that
offers the reader an overview of your Professional and Educational history. Curriculum Vitae Cover Letters
How to write an effective cover letter to include along with your CV, as well as cover letter samples , how to
format a cover letter, and types of cover letters with samples of each. Tips when writing a personal profile
Write it as the third person, not as the first person. Reed  The disadvantages of the chronological style It may
not be suitable if you have significant gaps in your career, as absences will be more prominent in the timeline.
Proof Your Curriculum Vitae Double-check your curriculum vitae for typos and grammatical errors. In a
functional CV there is less emphasis and importance placed on the names of employers and more on the
specific duties you preformed.


